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Meeting Summary 
 
 

Project: Twin Tunnels EA 

 
Purpose: Wildlife/Aquatics Issues Meeting 

 
Date Held: October 18, 2011 

 
Location: Twin Tunnels - Onsite 

 
Attendees: Jacobs:  Bob Quinlan, Francesca Tordonato 
 CDOT:  Jim Eussen, Jeff Peterson 
 CP&W:  Todd Schmidt, Ty Petersburg 
 PKM Design Group:  Chuck Schrader 
 

Copies: Attendees, File 

 

 

Summary of Discussion: 
 
This meeting was held to discuss issues and potential impact avoidance and 
minimization, and mitigation related to wildlife and fisheries potentially impacted by 
construction and operation of the Twin Tunnels project. 

Wildlife 
� According to Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW), although the Twin Tunnels land 

bridge serves as a wildlife movement corridor, it is not a significant link that is used 
for seasonal migration. 

� Twin Tunnels construction could affect bighorn sheep lambing if, in fact, bighorn 
sheep lamb in the area.  CPW will check.  CPW recommends commencing 
construction after mid-June, if lambing turns out to be a concern. 

� Bighorn sheep are the primary concern regarding large mammal movement and 
potential impacts during construction.   

� The bighorn sheep seldom use the land bridge to access the south side of I-70 and 
when they do move to the south side of I-70 they rarely cross old US 40 or Clear 
Creek. 

� Bighorn sheep usually stay on the north side of I-70, but will occasionally cross the 
land bridge to feed/rest in the areas between old US 40 and I-70. 

� There is concern about the bighorn sheep population due to low lamb survival rates 
related to disease and other factors. Currently, recruitment and decline in bighorn 
sheep population is a major issue. As a result of low recruitment, the age structure of 
the population tends to be top heavy with older bighorns.   

� Due to the population decline, road mortality becomes a major concern (Ty 
mentioned that up to 10 percent of the population can be lost each year due to road 
mortality).  
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� CPW indicated that bighorn sheep tend to congregate near the west portal of the 

westbound tunnel.  This presents a situation where the bighorn sheep and vehicles 
have reduced sight site distances at this location resulting in increased 
bighorn/vehicle collisions.  Although the westbound tunnel and lanes are not a 
component to this project, CPW and CDOT would like to explore potential 
opportunities to mitigate this situation.  

� Two Bighorn Sheep research projects are currently being conducted by CPW.  One 
involves bighorn movement and lambing activities in the area and one involves 
exploring density dependent issues (they moved ewes to other populations to see if 
it had any effect on lamb recruitment).  

� CPW recommends the establishment of a fenced barrier (at least 10’) on the north 
side of the detour road. In addition, CPW recommends retaining as much vegetation 
as possible adjacent to old US 40 to discourage sheep from going down to the 
roadside once the detour is being utilized (salt is a major attractant). 

� Not many bighorn sheep cross I-70, apparently because of the median.  
� Bats would not be considered an issue.  Any bats in the area would most likely 

inhabit the remote mine shafts.  
 
Aquatics 
 
� CPW indicated the concern for providing access to rafters and anglers.  Wherever 

feasible there access points should be established along Clear Creek. 
� As for the doghouse bridge replacement/rehab, CPW recommends avoidance during 

June, July, and early August to avoid impacts to the rafting industry.  
� Also for any instream disturbance, need to be cognizant of brown trout spawning 

season which begins late-Sept or early October and the swim up is usually 
May/June.  Bridge work should be completed by that time to prevent sedimentation 
from impacting redds. 

� CPW recommend retaining as much riparian vegetation as possible (and 
avoid/minimize impacts to wetland/riparian habitat adjacent to Clear Creek). 

 

Action Items: 

� Ty Petersburg will check on the timing and where bighorn sheep lamb in the Twin 
Tunnels area.  

� Provide Ty Petersburg a document showing overall project scheduled. 
� Obtain information from Sherri (former CPW biologist) regarding specific mitigation 

strategies to reduce sheep vehicle mortality near the west portal of the westbound 
tunnel.  

� The project team should also obtain information from Lance Carpenter (CPW 
biologist) about other sensitive wildlife species that could potentially occur within the 
project area.  

� A separate onsite meeting will be scheduled with Paul Winkle (CPW aquatic 
biologist) to discuss potential impacts and mitigation strategies for Clear Creek. 

 
 
J:\_Transportation\WVXX1305-Twin_Tunnels\manage\mtgs\minutes\101811CDPW_summary.doc 



 

 

 
 
 

Meeting Summary 
 
 

Project: Twin Tunnels EA 

 
Purpose: Wildlife/Bighorn Sheep Meeting 

 
Date Held: December 6, 2011 

 
Location: Twin Tunnels - Onsite 

 
Attendees: Jacobs:  Bob Quinlan, Francesca Tordonato 
 CDOT:  Jim Eussen 
 CPW:  Sherri Huwer 
 Atkins:  Wes Goff 
 

Copies: Attendees, File 

 

 

Summary of Discussion: 
 
This meeting was held to discuss issues and potential impact avoidance and 
minimization measures, and habitat enhancement opportunities related to wildlife 
(specifically bighorn sheep) potentially impacted by construction of the Twin Tunnels 
project and temporary detour along old US 40. This field visit was also used to review 
wildlife impact avoidance and enhancement recommendations provided by Sherri 
Huwer (CPW) and discuss possible fencing strategies to minimize/avoid vehicle 
collisions with deer and sheep. 

Potential opportunities to decrease sheep/vehicle collisions and sheep 
entanglement in barbed wire fencing on the north side I-70 outside the west portal 
of the tunnel: 

� Sherri recommended removing the existing fence north of I-70, west of the west 
tunnel portal to approximately the CBC.  Sheep have been caught in this fence.   
 

� Sherri does not recommend replacing the fence. There is concern that the 
landowner (Richard Young) may request that the existing fence stay in place 
because the area has been used by cattle. If the fence cannot be removed, CPW 
recommends replacing it with fencing that is more wildlife friendly and the CPW 
publication, Fencing with Wildlife in Mind, is a good resource for specific fencing 
recommendations.  

 
� Sheep like to come down to the north side of I-70 just west of the tunnel to lick salt 

off the shoulder of the highway and graze on vegetation. On average, one sheep per 
year is hit by a vehicle at this location.  In order to improve a driver’s ability to see 
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sheep (when vehicles exit the west bound tunnel) it is recommended that some of 
the trees, primarily junipers and pines, be removed. This will hopefully improve 
motorists’ ability to detect sheep as they exit the tunnel. Specific areas of tree 
removal were marked on an aerial.  

 
US 40 Detour- recommended mitigation strategies to keep sheep off old US 40 

while the detour is in place. In addition, specific strategies were also 
discussed to decrease wildlife/vehicle collisions along the detour.  

 
� Several fencing strategies were discussed and it was recommended that a 10 foot 

fence be placed only on the north side of US 40. Sheep are not known to cross 
Clear Creek because the habitat on the south side of the land bridge is densely 
forested and not attractive to sheep. The concern is that deicing liquids and salt 
placed on the road during the detour may attract sheep down to the roadway.  As a 
result, a 10 foot fence would be placed to exclude sheep from the roadway.  The 
fence would be placed on the south side of the ditch and would run approximately 
from the west side of the tunnel to the Dog House Bridge or existing house near the 
creek (the house is being acquired by Clear Creek).  
 

� The ten foot fence that will be placed on US 40 is temporary and will be removed 
after traffic is no longer being diverted onto the detour.   
 

� Fencing both sides of the US 40 detour could be detrimental to deer and other 
wildlife if they get caught on the roadway and can’t escape. As a result, it is 
recommended that fencing be placed only on the north side of the road. The creek 
(during high flows) will likely be a deterrent for deer crossing from the south.   

 
� If deer/vehicle collisions become problematic- fencing on the south side of the road 

may be warranted.  
 

� The existing vegetation at the edge of pavement on the north side of US 40 will be 
removed to improve visibility and detection of wildlife for drivers. In addition, lighting 
will be used on the detour to improve safety and detection of wildlife on the roadway.  

 
� Sherri recommended that we contact Ty Petersburg and Todd Schmidt to discuss 

other potential mitigation strategies.  
 
Potential Improvements for Wildlife Connectivity 
 
� Part of the proposed action for the Twin Tunnels project is replacing the eastbound 

bridge over Clear Creek just west of Hidden Valley. 
 

� When this bridge is replaced, there is opportunity to improve movement for wildlife 
under the bridge. There is currently a bench under the east side of the bridge that 
allows wildlife to pass (we have noticed tracks under the bridge) but there is large rip 
rap on the south side that is not favorable for wildlife movement.  In general, when 
the bridge is replaced, this bench will be maintained and extended to maintain the 
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existing crossing. The approach on the upstream side of Clear Creek will also be 
improved to allow animals to move more freely.(the upstream side of the creek is 
steep and there is large riprap).  

 
Action Items: 

� Jim Eussen will coordinate with Region 1 ROW staff to contact Richard Young to 
discuss the removal of the fence.  
Update: 12/29/11- Region 1 ROW contacted Richard Young to discuss the removal 
of this fence. The fence has been there since the 60s or 70s and the landowner is 
requesting that it be kept in place because this is the only fence that keeps his cattle 
off I-70. The landowner does not a have a fence agreement with CDOT. The existing 
fence is not on the CDOT ROW line (but is within CDOT ROW). In addition to 
changing the type of fence, there is opportunity to move the current location.   

� Francesca will contact Ty, Todd and Sherri to discuss the placement/location of the 
fence (as well as type of fence they recommend).  

 
 
 
 
 



 



 

 

 
 
 

Meeting Summary 
 
 

Project: Twin Tunnels EA 

 
Purpose: Wildlife Mitigation Strategies  

 
Date Held: January 13, 2012 

 
Location: Twin Tunnels - Onsite 

 
Attendees: Jacobs:  Francesca Tordonato 
 CDOT:  Jim Eussen 
 CP&W:  Todd Schmidt 
 Atkins:  Wes Goff 
 

Copies: Attendees, File 

 

 

Summary of Discussion: 
 
This meeting was held to discuss fencing recommendations and wildlife mitigation 
strategies for the Twin Tunnels Project. 

Wildlife mitigation strategies previous discussed were reviewed in the field. These 
included, temporary fencing, wildlife movement and the opportunity for enhancement at 
the Hidden Valley Bridge, replacing the existing fence just west of the west portal on the 
north side of I-70, and enhancing wildlife movement/connectivity at a concrete box 
culvert (CBC) near mile marker (mm) 242.   
 
Opportunities for enhancement at the Hidden Valley Bridge 

� When the Hidden Valley Bridge is replaced, there is opportunity to improve 
movement for wildlife under the bridge. There is currently a bench under the east 
side of the bridge that allows wildlife to pass (we have noticed tracks under the 
bridge) but there is large rip rap on the south side that is not favorable for wildlife 
movement.  In general, when the bridge is replaced, this bench will be maintained 
and extended to maintain the existing crossing. The approach on the upstream side 
of Clear Creek will also be improved to allow animals to move more freely (the 
upstream side of the creek is steep and there is large riprap).  
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Potential opportunities to decrease sheep/vehicle collisions and sheep 
entanglement in barbed wire fencing on the north side I-70 outside the west portal 
of the tunnel: 

� In a previous onsite meeting with CPW, Sherri Huwer recommended removing the 
existing barbed wire fence north of I-70, west of the west tunnel portal to 
approximately the CBC.  Sheep have been caught in this fence. CDOT Region 1 
contacted the landowner (Richard Young) to discuss the removal of this fence. 
Richard Young is requesting that the existing fence stay in place because it is the 
only fence that keeps his cattle off I-70.  
 

� Because the fence cannot be removed the existing fence will be replaced with 
fencing that is more wildlife friendly. The following design is recommended: 

 
Graphic from Colorado Division of Wildlife: Fencing with Wildlife in Mind, 2009 (Page 7) 
 

 
� CPW recommends a height of top rail or wire should be 42” or less; at least 12” 

between the top two wires; and at least 16” between the bottom wire or rail and the 
ground. Posts should be at minimum 16’ intervals, and durable markers (white) 
should be placed in incremental sections on the fence- per the example on page 8 of 
the publication to increase visibility.  The friendliest fences for wildlife are very visible 
and allow wild animals to easily jump over to slip under the wires or rails. 
 

� The fence should have smooth wire or rounded rail for the top and smooth wire on 
the bottom.  

 
� The location of the fence was discussed- CPW recommends replacing the fence and 

not changing the location. The new wildlife friendly fence will be placed in the same 
location as the old fence. It is recommended that the fence be replaced from the 
west portal of the tunnels down to Clear Creek.  

 
Opportunities to enhance wildlife movement/connectivity at a concrete box 
culvert (CBC) near MM 242. 

 
� The existing barbed wire fence crosses one intermittent drainage just west of the 

west portal near MM 242. There is a concrete box culvert (CBC) at this location that 
carries flows from this drainage under I-70 and discharges to Clear Creek. 
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Enhancement opportunities at this location are being proposed to enhance wildlife 
movement/connectivity. The CBC currently has a concrete bottom and the discharge 
point at Clear Creek has a steep drop-off.  

 
� When the fence is replaced, it is recommended that the drainage be left open- and 

instead of fencing across the drainage (like the existing condition) the fence will be 
tied into the CBC to encourage wildlife usage. 

 
� A natural substrate on the bottom of this CBC is recommended to promote usage by 

wildlife. The CBC should be retrofitted to provide a more natural substrate on the 
bottom and baffles should be installed to retain sediment and prevent scour.   

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 



 



Quinlan, Robert E. 

From: Eussen, James [James.Eussen@DOT.STATE.CO.US]

Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2012 3:51 PM

To: Quinlan, Robert E.

Cc: McAfee, Gina L.; Attardo, Chuck (Charles); Singer, David

Subject: RE: Greenback BA

Page 1 of 2

5/1/2012

Hey Bob, 
  
As Gina mentioned – a no effect was appropriate for the project. 
  
Jim 
  

From: Quinlan, Robert E. [mailto:Robert.Quinlan@jacobs.com]  

Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2012 1:47 PM 
To: Eussen, James 

Cc: McAfee, Gina L.; Attardo, Chuck (Charles); Singer, David 
Subject: RE: Greenback BA 
  
Hello Jim!.....any new development on this? 
Thanks, 
Bob  
  
Robert E. Quinlan 
Senior Project Manager 
Jacobs Engineering Group 
707 17th Street, Suite 2300 
Denver, Colorado 80202 
Office:  (303) 820-5283 
  
  

From: Eussen, James [mailto:James.Eussen@DOT.STATE.CO.US]  

Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2012 11:08 AM 
To: Quinlan, Robert E. 

Cc: McAfee, Gina L.; Attardo, Chuck (Charles); Singer, David 
Subject: Greenback BA 

Bob, 
  
I need you to stop work on the Greenback BA/letter you’re preparing for USFWS for the Twin Tunnels.  I want to 

talk with the project team and FHWA about a justification for a No Effect. 
  
I’ll be in touch.    
  
Jim 
  
James Eussen 
Environmental Manager 
CDOT Region 1 
18500 E. Colfax Ave 
Aurora, CO 80111 
(303) 365-7041 



  
  
  
  

NOTICE - This communication may contain confidential and privileged information that is for the sole use of the intended recipient. 
Any viewing, copying or distribution of, or reliance on this message by unintended recipients is strictly prohibited. If you have 

received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. 
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